First Shot Filmmaking
Find out more about making films to support exciting learning
across the curriculum

Curriculum links: English, ICT
Suitable for KS1 and KS2 teachers

10th October 2017
2.30pm – 5pm
VISTA, Carlton Mills, Pickering Street, Leeds, LS12 2QG

FIRST SHOT FILMMAKING
Craig Lawson – Independent Film
Producer & Into Film Practitioner
"This session clearly and simply demonstrated how easy it is to incorporate film into lessons. It gave practical
ideas and inspired me to adapt it in my lessons."
Using film within your classroom can be an effective way of engaging pupils and enhancing subjects across the
curriculum. This hands on session, is designed to provide teachers with the practical skills and confidence to
support their pupils to make films, using an iPad and iMovie.
During the session, delegates will:







Learn how to use a range of filmmaking techniques in a classroom context
Explore how film can enhance enjoyment and understanding of the curriculum and impact on attainment
Understand the life skills that are developed through filmmaking.
Develop an understanding of film as an creative art form, including exploring the importance of editing,
crafting and ‘framing’ a shot and how to create a coherent story through visual imagery
To understand the different roles involved in filmmaking and how these can be applied across different
groups, times and scales.
Find out more about Film Club and the Leeds Young Film Golden Owls Awards 2017

Presented by Craig Lawson; an Independent Film Producer with over twenty years’ experience of the media
industries. Craig is Lead Producer at Access Moving Image; an award winning production company produces
entertaining and thought provoking films for cinema and internet audiences, along with highly effective
communication films for business clients in the private, public and third sectors.

Cost
£60
NB If your school has purchased the Art/s Subject Leader Package, a member of staff can attend this training for a
cost of £45

HOW TO BOOK
Leeds for Learning is the online booking system for all Leeds City council delivered training courses and programmes.
To book, please visit the Leeds for Learning website. Please speak to your Business Manager as they will access to your
school account. If you have any questions or difficulties, or if you do not have access to Leeds for Learning, please
contact ArtForms directly (details below).

ArtForms Arts Development,
Email: jane.zanzottera@leeds.gov.uk Tel: 0113 378 2854

In the event of cancellation by the school, ArtForms reserves the right to collect fees at a rate of: 5 days or more before delivery is
scheduled- the fee is waived, 4 days or less before delivery is scheduled - 100% of full fee.

